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Solutions


Cloud
Amaze CloudCore is your one-stop cloud solution for agility, security, and growth.

Connectivity
Amaze ConnectSuite powers your business with fast, reliable and secure internet connectivity. 

Data Centre
Amaze DataHaven is your secure, scalable sanctuary for data and applications.

Managed I.T.
Amaze Managed IT is your guiding hand through the maze of IT challenges.
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                    Web Hosting from The Most Dedicated Web Hosting Provider in Australia                

                                                    
                    Talk to us                
                    

    



    
        
                            At Amaze, we can provide the right Australian Web Hosting solution for your business

                                        
                    We’ve spent years selecting the best products and architecture to ensure you have the best experience                

                    


        
                                        
                                                            
                        
                    

                    
                                            Australian Web Hosting

                                                                
                            Looking for a Domain name? Maybe you need an SSL Certificate? Our web hosting options are scalable with instant setup, ultra-reliable servers and automated back-ups.

                        

                                    

                            
                                                            
                        
                    

                    
                                            WordPress Hosting

                                                                
                            With Amaze’s dedicated, optimised WordPress web hosting platform, you can create your own website simply, using the world’s most popular platform.

                        

                                    

                            
                                                            
                        
                    

                    
                                            Magento Web Hosting

                                                                
                            Want to get your sales really moving online? Magento is the way to go. Magento is a specialist eCommerce platform optimised by Amaze.

                        

                                    

                        
        

    



    
        
                            Enjoy A Hassle-Free Web Hosting Solution Now

                                


        
            
        

    


    
                            
                                            Run Your Website on Most Reliable and Secure Australian Web Hosting Servers

                                                                
                            Write in a confident and professional tone that conveys expertise in the field of technology solutions. The language should be clear and straightforward, avoiding excessive jargon. The content should emphasise the benefits of the services, focusing on how they address specific business challenges. Incorporate a sense of partnership and collaboration, highlighting Amaze's commitment to working alongside clients to achieve their goals. The overall message should be one of empowerment, innovation, and reliability.

                        

                                    

                            
                                            The Kind of Web Hosting Features Your Website would Love

                                                                
                            At Amaze, our mission is to streamline your website's development, maintenance, and hosting, ensuring a seamless experience that aligns with your business objectives. We understand the constraints of budgeting and offer cost-effective solutions without compromising on quality. For those critical moments when your traffic spikes during peak sales, trust in our robust infrastructure to maintain uptime and performance.

As a premier hosting provider in Sydney, we pride ourselves on delivering a comprehensive suite of features tailored to meet the diverse needs of Australian businesses. Here's how we distinguish ourselves in the landscape of web hosting services:

                        

                                    

                            



    
        
                                


        
                                        
                                                            
                        
                    

                    
                                            Smooth Performance

                                                                
                            
In the online world, if your website isn’t fast enough, users will find a thousand other locations to land on. We utilise cutting-edge web servers and the latest hardware resources to ensure lighting fast response times.



                        

                                    

                            
                                                            
                        
                    

                    
                                            24/7 Reliable Support

                                                                
                            

Unlimited, round the clock technical support from hosting specialists, ensures peace of mind when you encounter issues on your website. Our aim is to make sure you have the best hosting experience where website is the last thing you need to worry about when running your business online.





                        

                                    

                            
                                                            
                        
                    

                    
                                            Effortless Migration

                                                                
                            Do you feel your current host isn’t putting in much effort to keep your website performance up? Let us quickly and seamlessly transfer all your data from any host to one of our fast servers.

We understand you might have a busy schedule. So, we allow you to set a suitable time for migration, maybe when your website incurs the least amount of traffic.

                        

                                    

                            
                                                            
                        
                    

                    
                                            Secure Environment

                                                                
                            Security is a must for any business operating online. We deploy multiple highly effective security programs including hardware firewalls, network-level DDoS protection and server-side applications. All to detect and protect against malicious attacks.

Our servers are regularly updated so that we don’t miss out on any security patches. Moreover, we offer a complimentary SSL certificate to all our clients for added protection.

                        

                                    

                            
                                                            
                        
                    

                    
                                            Automatic Backups

                                                                
                            Even with the best preventative measures in place, things may go wrong sometimes. You can set your website to automatically back up your files, databases, email on off-site locations and restore them immediately whenever needed.

                        

                                    

                            
                                                            
                        
                    

                    
                                            Instant Activation

                                                                
                            Imagine getting started with your website development right away! With Amaze, your web hosting account is set up and activated in just a few minutes. You can choose to install from over 200 applications including Magento, WordPress, Drupal, Joomla and many more through our effortless installer, softaculous.

                        

                                    

                        
        

    


    
                            
                                            Know Your Way around Web Hosting What is web hosting?

                                                                
                            At Amaze, our mission is to streamline your website's development, maintenance, and hosting, ensuring a seamless experience that aligns with your business objectives. We understand the constraints of budgeting and offer cost-effective solutions without compromising on quality. For those critical moments when your traffic spikes during peak sales, trust in our robust infrastructure to maintain uptime and performance.

As a premier hosting provider in Sydney, we pride ourselves on delivering a comprehensive suite of features tailored to meet the diverse needs of Australian businesses. Here's how we distinguish ourselves in the landscape of web hosting services:

Establishing a physical business requires a name, a location, and a space to welcome customers. In the digital realm, web hosting serves a similar purpose—it's the foundation that brings your business online for the world to access.

At Amaze, we streamline this digital transition. Beginning with domain registration, we guide you in selecting a unique online identity for your business. We then allocate space on our secure servers, where your website's files and data reside, ensuring your online presence is both robust and reliable.

Web hosting solutions can differ widely, but at Amaze, we offer a holistic approach. Our services encompass everything from selecting the right hosting package to scaling your infrastructure as your business flourishes. We implement regular backups, safeguarding your online presence against unforeseen events, and ensuring continuity with minimal disruption.

Whether you require dedicated WordPress hosting or managed Magento services, our commitment remains the same: to provide unwavering support 24/7. Our team of qualified experts is always on hand, ensuring that no matter your plan, your web hosting experience with Amaze is seamless and secure.

                        

                                    

                            
                                            What is the difference between dedicated web hosting and shared web hosting?

                                                                
                            A dedicated hosting plan is akin to having a private estate in the digital landscape. It offers the luxury of selecting specific resources—disk space, memory, operating system, and bandwidth—tailored to your website's unique requirements. This autonomy ensures that you wield full control over your server's performance. While this premium service comes at a higher cost, the investment reflects the unparalleled flexibility, security, and control it provides.

Contrastingly, shared web hosting is like residing in a bustling apartment complex. Your website lives alongside numerous others on a single server, sharing resources. This communal approach is cost-effective, making it an attractive option for startups, personal blogs, or any site with modest traffic and budget constraints. However, this shared environment can present challenges, as any disruption in a neighboring site could potentially impact your website's performance and security.

Determining the right hosting infrastructure is crucial, and our Amaze specialists are here to guide you. We'll help you navigate the options and choose a hosting solution that aligns seamlessly with your traffic needs, security priorities, and budgetary considerations.

                        

                                    

                            


    
        
            

                                    
                        It’s time for a conversation                    

                
                                    
                        Seeking a reliable Australian web host with local support you can talk to?                    

                
                                    
                        The future is here, and it's powered by Amaze's comprehensive data centre solutions.

Whether you're a small business seeking to scale or a large enterprise aiming for unprecedented efficiencies, our friendly, Australia-based team is ready to guide you every step of the way.

                    

                
            

            

                
                                            
                            Reach out to schedule a consultation today.                        
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This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                                    


            

        

    






Amaze is a green conscious technology company 
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